
What is mojo in English?

  Our cpmpany offers different What is mojo in English? at Wholesale Price?Here, you
can get high quality and high efficient What is mojo in English? 

Mojo | Definition of Mojo atMojo definition, an object, as an amulet or charm, that is believed to
carry a magic for the 4th Earl of Sandwich, an English aristocrat who lived in the 1700s

MOJO | meaning in the Cambridge English DictionaryJan 27, 2021 — Meaning of mojo in
English. mojoMojo - WikipediaMojo may refer to: Mojo (African-American culture), a magical
charm bag used in voodoo; Slang for libido; Slang for morphine 
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Mojo | Definition of Mojo by Oxford Dictionary onOxford English and Spanish Dictionary,
Thesaurus, and Spanish to English Translator · Main meanings of mojo in English

Mojo | Definition of Mojo by Merriam-Webster: a magic spell, hex, or charm broadly : magical
power works his mojo on the tennis court The team has lost its mojoMOJO - Translation in
Spanish "mojo" in English. volume_up. mojo {m}. EN. garlic and oil-based sauce
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mojo - Dictionary of Englishmojo · the art or practice of casting magic spells; magic; voodoo. ·
an object, as an amulet or charm, that is believed to carry a magic spellMojo Meaning | Best 12
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Definitions of Mojo - YourDictionaryMojo is defined as good luck, charm or skill that seems to
come from something magical or supernatural. An example of mojo is the ability of a man to
attract 

Mojo - Urban DictionaryOriginally from the US and associated with the music and dance culture,
it has entered the English language and has also taken on an additional meaning of Mojo
definition and meaning | Collins English DictionaryMojo definition: Your mojo is your personal
power or influence over other people. | Meaning, pronunciation, translations and examples
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